Collective decision-making plays a central part in the lives of many social animals. Groups often decide collectively about vital issues, e.g. when or where to nest, forage, migrate, shelter or rest [1–5]. Decision outcomes can be crucial for the survival and fitness of individuals in the group and also for group cohesion [6–9]. Thus, successful group living requires the ability to make good collective decisions. Good decisions require good information, which is not always accessible. Good collective decisions additionally require that different, and often conflicting, needs/preferences of group members are reconciled. Therefore, two important factors that influence collective decision-making and decision outcomes are information uncertainty and conflicting preferences.

Usually, decisions are made under uncertainty: that is, individuals lack certain information about at least some aspects of the matter under consideration [4,10,11]. As a consequence, they might make a bad decision. Sharing decision-making in collective decisions can help, because several decision-makers can pool their personal information, and also eliminate individual errors [4,10–15]. Consequently, the risk of making a mistake and settling on a bad option often decreases with the number of decision-makers [11]. This well-known phenomenon is exploited by betting agents, Internet search engines and stock markets [16]. It also plays an important role in collective decision-making in social animals. For example, by sharing decisions widely, swarming honeybees and emigrating ants choose the best available new nest sites [1,5]; shoals of fish successfully avoid predators [17,18]; and flocks of birds find suitable migration routes [12,13,19].

Sharing a decision, however, does not universally lead to a better choice. If the validity of information held by potential decision-makers varies widely, it can be better to go along with the opinion of the one best-informed ‘expert’ and ignore the opinions of all other individuals [20–23]. For example, groups of elephants, primates and dolphins often follow the most experienced group member [24–26].
In addition to involving information uncertainty, most collective decisions, in practice, also involve conflicting ‘preferences’: that is, individual stakeholders in the decision often disagree as to what would constitute desirable decision outcomes in principle [27,28]. For example, in foraging decisions, males and females often prefer different types of forage [29,30]; hungry individuals often prefer different group activities and destinations from tired group members [24,27,31–33]; and young or vulnerable animals often prefer safer areas than older, less vulnerable group members [34,35].

Conflicting preferences are principally different from disagreements caused by uncertain information. This is an important point and is best illustrated by giving a simple human example to the reader, as follows. You might disagree with your partner about which TV channel to choose, either because you like a different TV series from her (conflicting preferences) or because you both like the same show but you think it runs on channel 1 while she thinks it runs on channel 2 (uncertain information). In the first case, at least one of you will have to forgo their own favourite TV programme whatever the collective agreement or because you both like the same show but you think it runs on channel 1 while she thinks it runs on channel 2 (uncertain information). In the first case, at least one of you will have to forgo their own favourite TV programme whatever the collective choice of channel, while in the second case, at least in principle, you could make a choice that pleases both of you. Therefore, during the collective decision-making process, you might behave differently in the first (conflict) situation from the way you behave in the last (uncertainty) situation.

Conflicting preferences are ubiquitous in animal collective decisions, and their survival, fitness and welfare implications can be considerable [36–39]. Conflicts can be momentous and shape the social organization of a species [30,37].

In the following, I briefly review some basic models relating to animal collective decision-making in situations with information uncertainty or in situations with conflicting preferences between group members. This article is not intended to exhaustively review all collective animal decision-making models. Instead, its intention is to give an overview about the different basic types of modelling approaches that have been employed and the questions that they address and raise. Modelling approaches include specific analytical models, quorum models, self-organizing system models, further simulation models, game-theory models and other evolutionary simulation models. The two main questions that animal collective decision-making models address are: (i) How do animals pool personal information efficiently in order to make accurate decisions? and (ii) What individual decision-making strategies evolve in conflict situations and which individuals control the decision outcome?

( Please note that the parameter definitions for each section are separate and the same letters can be used for different parameters in different sections and subsections.)

2. INFORMATION UNCERTAINTY: HOW DO ANIMALS POOL INFORMATION EFFICIENTLY AND MAKE ACCURATE COLLECTIVE DECISIONS?

In 1785, the Marquis de Condorcet suggested that a jury with n (n > 2) members can make more accurate decisions than a solitary decision-maker. His argument was that if every jury member has an equal probability p to be correct which is larger than chance (i.e. p > 0.5), then the probability that a majority (i.e. (n + 1)/2 or more) of jury members decide correctly is

\[ \sum_{i=\binom{n}{(n+1)/2}}^{n} \binom{n}{i} p^i (1-p)^{n-i} \]

(for simplicity it is assumed that n is odd). This probability increases with n and is always larger than the probability p that a single individual is correct. Thus, in situations with information uncertainty, it often pays to share decisions (e.g. by majority vote), since several decision-makers contribute information and also eliminate individual errors [21].

In principle, Condorcet’s ‘jury theorem’ also applies to animals [4,12,13,21,22]. Therefore, several animal models have investigated when and how animals pool information through decision-sharing. Most of these models are particularly concerned with mechanisms, since on first sight the relatively limited cognitive abilities of animals relative to humans appear to put more constraints on information pooling than is the case in human juries.

2.1. The quorum models

Empirical data suggest that animals are capable of taking advantage of the jury theorem effect: groups of eusocial insects, fish and birds often collectively make more accurate decisions than they would do individually [1,5,12–19,40,41]. However, it is not immediately obvious how animals achieve such increased collective accuracy. One important and influential suggestion has been that animals use a quorum response [7,9,11,42–44], as follows.

In a quorum response, the likelihood that an individual animal decides in favour of a particular option (e.g. to move in a particular direction or to stay in a particular patch) increases with the number of other animals which have already decided in favour of that option (e.g. which are moving in that direction, or which are present in a given patch). Moreover, this increase is usually not linear but step-like. That is, the probability of an animal to choose a particular option increases steeply once a threshold ‘quorum’ of other animals has chosen that option. Deneubourg & Goss [43] and Beekman et al. [44] suggested the following basic function to describe such quorum responses mathematically:

\[ p = \frac{A^m}{A^m + B^m}, \]

whereby p is the probability that an animal will choose a particular option, A is the number of animals which have already chosen the option, B is the threshold quorum at which the response steeply increases and m (m ≥ 2) determines the steepness of the response (figure 1). This kind of quorum response was used to satisfactorily describe observed collective behaviours in several systems, including foraging ants, moving fish shoals and sheltering cockroaches [7,17,42]. Thus, it appears that even cognitively simple animals can, and do, use quorum responses.

However, the underlying cognitive abilities that are required are not entirely clear. In order to implement the
above quorum response function, animals have to not only estimate the number of other individuals $A$ relative to the threshold quorum $B$, but also weigh this estimate in a non-linear fashion by exponent $m$. Even a human would find this a difficult task. It might, thus, be that animals are doing something slightly simpler that closely resembles the above response function. For example, animals might respond in a simple all-or-none fashion. That is, if the number of other animals choosing an option appears to be smaller than a certain threshold (i.e. $A < B$), they do not choose the option (i.e. $p = 0$), while if the number appears to be larger than the threshold (i.e. $A > B$), they choose the option (i.e. $p = 1$). Since animals are likely to make a certain amount of errors when estimating the number of other animals choosing an option, their observable (noisy) all-or-none response can resemble the form of the suggested quorum function (figure 1). However, this would imply that the parameter $m$ in the observed response is controlled by the standard deviation of the animal’s estimation errors, and animals would, thus, have little scope for adjusting the parameter value profitably to given decision situations (see below).

Sumpter & Pratt [11] investigated whether a quorum response could principally lead to high collective decision accuracy. For this purpose, the authors assumed that animals made a decision between two mutually exclusive options A and B. Further, they assumed that option A was objectively the better (i.e. correct) option but that individual animals had noisy information about the quality of options. As a consequence, animals had only a slightly higher spontaneous probability of choosing option A ($pA$) than of choosing option B ($pB$; $pA > pB$). The authors suggested that under such circumstances animals might benefit from paying attention to the behaviour of conspecifics. They assumed that an animal’s probability $ProbA(t)$ of committing to option A at time step $t$ depends on the number of animals $A(t)$ that are already committed to option A, namely in the manner of a quorum response,

$$\text{ProbA} = pA \left( a + (1 - a) \frac{A(t)^m}{A(t)^m + T^m} \right).$$

Here, $T$ is the threshold quorum at which the response is steepest, $m$ determines the relative steepness of the quorum response and $a$ ($a \leq 1$) determines how much an animal is influenced by the choices of other animals (relative to relying on its own personal judgement). The probability $ProbB(t)$ of selecting option B at time step $t$ is calculated in a similar manner. An uncommitted animal can also decide at time step $t$ not yet to commit to any option. The simulated decision-making process begins with $n$ uncommitted animals. At each time step $t$, uncommitted animals randomly ‘encounter’ a decision option with a fixed probability. They then decide to commit to this option (or not) according to the relevant probability $ProbA(t)$ or $ProbB(t)$, respectively. Once an individual is committed to one option it stays committed. The simulation ends when all animals have committed to an option.

Sumpter & Pratt [11] reported that a steep quorum response (i.e. large $m$), a medium quorum threshold (i.e. $n/4 < T < n/2$) and a high reliance on the judgement of others (i.e. $a \approx 0$) led to the most accurate decisions (in terms of the proportion of animals that were committed to the better option A at the end of the simulations). Moreover, the proportion of animals committing to option A was considerably higher than it would have been if each animal had decided independently. Thus, a quorum response led indeed to higher collective decision accuracy than did solitary decision-making. However, this higher accuracy came at the price of a slower overall decision speed.

Based on their results, Sumpter & Pratt suggested that animals could fine-tune the parameters of their quorum response ($m$, $a$ and $T$) according to their requirements with respect to decision accuracy and speed. In particular, steep responses (i.e. large $m$) allow animals to make accurate decisions rapidly. Empirical evidence supports the notion that animals adjust parameters $a$ and $T$ according to requirements [45]. However, it might be that animals have relatively little influence on parameter $m$. This is because the steepness of their response might be mainly limited by their cognitive ability to estimate $A(t)$ error-free (see above and figure 1).

### 2.2. The effective leadership model

Groups that make collective decisions about communal movement directions can often be very large. For example, flocks of starlings, schools of fish and swarms of insects can consist of hundreds to thousands of individual animals [46]. In such groups, quorum responses, such as those described above, could not be implemented globally. Apart from overstretching any cognitive and sensory abilities of individuals, any global quorum responses would be far too slow for effective motion. Instead, it is generally accepted that movement decisions in large groups are based on local self-organizing interactions between neighbouring individuals that result in global cohesive and synchronized group movements [47–51]. However, it is not immediately obvious how information-based decisions are made and mediated in such groups.

Couzin et al. [10] asked how information about profitable movement directions is transferred and pooled in large self-organizing groups (of up to 200 animals).
They developed a simulation model in which some group members have pertinent information, such as knowledge about the location of a food source [25] or of a migration route [12,19], while others do not. Animals move in continuous, two-dimensional space and at any one time have a position vector $C_i(t)$, a movement direction vector $E_i(t)$, and a speed $v_i(t)$. All animals move simultaneously at discrete time steps. The authors make some basic assumptions about the local movement rules that individuals use. In particular, they assume that the highest priority of each individual is to avoid collision by moving away from neighbours that come too close. If there is no immediate danger of collision, the animals desire to move towards, and align movement direction with, local neighbours (animals within a ‘social attraction range’, $R$) in order to maintain group cohesion. This desired ‘direction of social attraction’ $S_i(t)$ is calculated for each individual at each time step, using the relative positions and movement directions of neighbouring individuals. Those individuals that have pertinent information also have a desire to move in the direction suggested by this information (the ‘profitable direction’) $D_i(t)$. If $S_i(t)$ and $D_i(t)$ differ (which they usually do), those informed individuals have to compromise between their desired direction of social attraction and the profitable direction. Their overall desired movement direction then becomes: $M_i(t) = (1 - \omega)S_i(t) + \omega D_i(t)$, whereby $\omega$ ($0 < \omega < 1$) determines whether an animal moves mainly in the direction of social attraction or in the profitable direction. At each time step, individuals implement their resulting desired direction (i.e. $S_i(t)$ for uninformed individuals, and $M_i(t)$ for informed individuals), subject to some error and a maximum permitted turning angle per time.

Couzin et al.’s [10] model shows that, in large self-organizing groups, information can be transferred efficiently without signalling and when group members do not even know which individuals have information. Moreover, the larger the group, the smaller the proportion of informed individuals needed to guide the group. A group can achieve high accuracy already with a small proportion of informed individuals (figure 2). This model is a prime example of how animals can pool the personal information of all group members efficiently without requiring any sophisticated cognitive abilities. The accuracy predictions of Couzin et al.’s model are similar to Condorcet’s jury theorem once a minimum number of animals within the group hold information (figure 2). Dyer et al. [14,52] have done some first empirical investigation of Couzin et al.’s model, using humans as subjects and by recreating the model situation. Their observations were in agreement with model predictions.

In the effective leadership model, there is a trade-off between decision accuracy and maintaining group cohesion (mediated by the parameter $\omega$). That is, the larger the $\omega$, the higher the accuracy with which the group moves in the profitable direction, but also the larger the risk that the group splits. Another potential trade-off could be between decision accuracy and speed. Couzin et al. [10] do not investigate trade-offs between decision accuracy and speed, as does the quorum response model by Sumpter & Pratt [11]. Codling et al. [15] developed a related model that looked specifically at decision speed (i.e. the average time taken to reach a particular spatial target). In this model, all individuals had directional information that was uncertain. The authors found that usually decision speed increased with group size (i.e. the number of informed individuals), unless group size was so large that the necessity of frequent collision avoidance hampered navigation. Since accuracy also increases with
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the number of informed individuals, there might not be the necessity to trade-off decision speed and accuracy in conflict-free, self-organized movement decisions.

2.3. The independence–interdependence model

Condorcet’s jury theorem (see §2.2) applies when individuals have noisy but independent information about what is the best decision option. If there are interdependencies between decision-makers, this can facilitate information pooling but also amplify individual errors [4,21,39,53]. The models discussed so far have not explicitly looked at this problem.

List et al. [4] developed an agent-based model of a decision process based on nest-site selection by swarming honeybees [1] that looked specifically at the relationship between independence and interdependence of judgements in collective animal decisions. The authors assume that n animals participate in the decision-making process between k mutually exclusive decision options that differ in quality. Animals can signal to each other in favour of an option, and by observing the signals of other animals. The model simulates the decision-making process in discrete time steps \( \Delta t \), as follows.

The authors argue that the probability of an animal starting to signal at time \( t + \Delta t \) in favour of option \( j \) is

\[
P_j(t + \Delta t) = (1 - \lambda) \sigma_j + \lambda f_j(t),
\]

whereby \( \sigma_j \) is the probability that the animal discovers information about, and signals in favour of, option \( j \) independently of others, \( f_j(t) \) is the proportion of others that signal in favour of option \( j \), and \( \lambda (0 \leq \lambda \leq 1) \) is the degree to which an animal depends on the behaviour of others (i.e. its ‘interdependence’). The time period for which an animal signals in favour of an option depends on its assessment of the option’s quality. With probability \( \mu \), an animal relies on its own independent assessment of the option’s quality; with probability \( 1 - \mu \), it copies the assessment (i.e. signalling periods) of others. Thus, parameter \( \mu \) determines the independence of quality assessment. The simulation ends when the group has reached consensus in favour of an option (using a range of consensus criteria).

List et al. [4] reported that a high interdependence \( \lambda \) between individuals with respect to considering particular options, but also a high independence \( \mu \) of animals with respect to quality assessment, is essential for decision accuracy (i.e. for reaching a consensus in favour of the highest quality option). The authors concluded that, without interdependence, the rapid convergence to a consensus would be undermined and there would not be a ‘snowballing’ of attention to the highest quality option. On the other hand, without independence, a consensus would still emerge, but it would no longer robustly be in favour of the highest quality option. Instead, options that accidentally receive some initial signalling through random fluctuations are likely to become the final consensus choice. The authors suggested that only when independence and interdependence are combined in the right manner can animals achieve high collective accuracy. Empirical evidence on swarming honeybees supports the model predictions [1,40,54].

3. CONFLICTING PREFERENCES: WHO CONTROLS THE COLLECTIVE DECISION OUTCOME AND WHY?

When the preferences of stakeholders in a decision are conflicting, there can also be conflicts about which animals contribute to the collective decision outcome in the role of ‘decision-makers’. This is because the decision-makers can influence the collective decision outcome in favour of their own personal preference and thereby affect the fitness of all stakeholders. Thus, the focus of relevant models is often on who influences decision outcomes and why, and the models usually concentrate on evolutionary questions rather than on mechanisms.

Theoretical research on animal collective decisions in conflict situations is relatively recent. Thus, the topics covered by published models are, as yet, relatively patchy, which renders it difficult to give a coherent thread through this section. I have arranged the models ranging approximately from less to more complex systems, starting with a group-level model (§3.1); followed by pair-coordination models (§3.2); models of decisions in relatively small groups with global interactions(§3.3); and, finally, self-organized system models of collective decisions in large groups with local interactions (§3.4). This arrangement also reflects the historical development of the research area.

3.1. The group-level model

One of the first models that investigated animal collective decision-making in conflict situations examined decisions about the timing of group activities [28]. In many social animals, group members have to synchronize group activities (e.g. resting and foraging) in order to maintain group cohesion. However, the optimal timing of group activities can differ widely between individuals depending on their sex, age, size, and physiological state, and suboptimal timing can involve costs to individuals [27,29,30,32,33,36,37,55–58]. Therefore, there are often conflicts of interest about the timing of group activities.

Conradt & Roper [28] developed a model to ask how a group of animals should make a decision about communal activity timing in such conflict situations. They argued that, in principle, decision-making could range from ‘shared’ decisions (i.e. all group members are decision-makers) to ‘dictatorial’ (unshared) decisions which are made by one particular individual (the dictator) and the rest of the group abides by its decision. They then proceed to ask what the costs to a decision-making group are if the decision was either shared or dictatorial (figure 3). The model suggested that, for most biologically relevant assumptions about the shape of the fitness cost function, the expected net costs are lower to a group that makes shared decisions than to a group with a dictator. Conradt & Roper [28], therefore, suggested that shared decision-making should be widespread in social animals.

In support of the predictions, empirical studies have reported shared decision-making, or shared (i.e. transient) leadership, in conflict situations in a wide range of
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Figure 3. Illustration of a collective consensus decision about
the timing of a group activity change. Time runs from left to
right on the axis. A group of size \( n \) starts a group activity at
time \( t = 0 \). Each individual group member has its own per-
sonal optimal time \( t_i \) for changing activity. The group
changes activity collectively at one time. If the decision
about this time is made unshared by a single dictator (e.g.
the dominant), the group changes group activity at the
time that is optimal to the dictator \( (t_{\text{dictator}}) \). If the decision
is made shared (by a ‘majority vote’), the group changes
activity when the majority of animals prefer to do so (i.e. at
time \( t(n + 1)/2 \)). The ‘consensus cost’ to an individual
(which arises if the individual changes activity at a time
that is different from its personal optimal time) increases
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time at which the group (including the individual) changes
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expected net costs to a group in a dictatorial decision are:

\[
\text{costs}_{\text{dictatorial decision}} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} f(t_{\text{dictator}} - t_i);
\]

and in a shared decision:

\[
\text{costs}_{\text{shared decision}} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} f(t(n+1)/2 - t_i),
\]

whereby \( f(\Delta t) \) are the fitness costs to an individual of changing
activity at a time that is different by \( \Delta t \) from its own optimal time.

Figure 4. Predictions of the behaviour of two foragers as a
function of their energy reserves according to the leader–
follower model (after Rands et al. [33]).
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sufficiently above the critical threshold. On the other hand, the high-reserve follower is likely to forage for longer than it would have done on its own and thereby to boost its reserves further above the critical threshold. As a consequence, an individual is likely to remain the lower reserve partner, and thus the leader, over an extended period. Leadership can, thus, appear to be intransitive.

Although Rands et al.’s model predicts (relatively intransitive) leaders and followers in collective decisions that involve conflicting preferences, this result does not per se contradict the prediction of shared decision-making derived in the group-level model above. In particular, in a shared decision, the group changes activity when the majority (i.e. \((n+1)/2\) animals) prefer to do so. In a group of two animals (i.e. \(n = 2\)), it is \((n+1)/2 = 1.5\). Thus, in a shared decision, a group of two can use 1 or 2 as the ‘cut-off’ point. That is, the group should always move from resting to foraging either when the first individual prefers to do so or when the second does, and it should do so independently of the individuals’ identities (or dominance rank). In Rands et al.’s model, the group follows the first individual that wants to forage, regardless of its identity. Thus, the decision is strictly speaking shared.

Rands et al.’s prediction of reserve-dependent leader behaviour is supported by empirical studies on fish, insects and ungulates [31,35,57,74,75]. Sueur et al. [70] developed Rands et al.’s [33] idea further in a dynamic model based on empirical data of needs of group members in larger groups in primates. They reported similar results, namely that the individual with the lowest reserves emerges as a leader of the group and that this leadership can be fairly consistent owing to uneven needs of group members.

3.2.2. The pair-synchronization model

Dostálková & Špinka [27] also developed an individual-level model of activity synchronization (here, of departure timing) for pairs of two animals. This model makes even simpler assumptions than the follower–leader model by Rands et al. [33]. Similarly to the group-level model, Dostálková & Špinka [27] assumed that the two animals A and B gain by synchronizing their departure but differ in their optimal timing (\(TA\) and \(TB\), respectively), and that each animal incurs synchronization costs if it departs at a time that is not optimal to itself, whereby costs can differ between individuals departing too early or too late. Thus, there is a conflict of preferences with respect to departure timing.

The authors argued that, in order to be able to synchronize departure, an animal has to be prepared to depart during a time window around its optimal time. The strategy \((RA,WA)\) defines this time window as \((TA - RA\) to \(TA + WA))\) for animal A. If animal B departs before \(TA - RA\), animal A will not depart. If animal B departs within animal A’s time window, then animal A departs together with animal B. If animal B has not departed before time \(TA + WA\), animal A departs at time \(TA + WA\). Animal B then either follows or stays behind, according to its own time window \((TB - RB\) to \(TB + WB\)). Thus, depending on its strategy \((RA,WA)\), animal A might pay an early or late departure cost and might receive grouping benefit. Dostálková & Špinka [27] looked for the best strategy \((R^*, W^*)\) at which the net expected gains to an individual are maximal.

The model predicts for the majority of biologically relevant parameter values that the best strategy for an animal is to be ready to join the other individual in foraging before its own optimal time (i.e. \(R^* > 0\)), but not necessarily to wait beyond that optimal time (i.e. \(W^* = 0\)) unless waiting is cheap (figure 5). Waiting is usually disadvantageous because both animals might be waiting for each other long after both their optimal times have elapsed.

Thus, the pair-synchronization model predicts, like the leader–follower model, that a group of two should change activity synchronously when the first individual does so, and that the decision is, strictly speaking (see above), a shared decision. This ‘follow the first’ should happen even if there is no difference in energy reserves between the two individuals. Instead, it is simply a consequence of temporal asymmetry in information. That is, an animal can gather information from its partner’s behaviour about the time when its partner’s time window has elapsed (i.e. time \(T + W\)), but not when the window starts (i.e. time \(T - R\)). It is this asymmetry in information which renders waiting disadvantageous.

3.3. Models of collective decisions in relatively small groups with global interactions

The leader–follower model and the pair-synchronization model investigate collective decisions in groups of two animals. However, collective decisions taken by two individuals can differ from decisions in larger

Figure 5. Best mutual strategies of individuals in pair synchronizations depending on the synchronization costs relative to grouping benefits (horizontal axis) and whether the costs are higher for departing too early or too late (vertical axis; after Dostálková & Špinka [27]). If the synchronization costs are large relative to grouping benefits, full synchronization might no longer be the best strategy. If departing too early is less costly than departing too late, animals should be ready to depart before their optimal time but not wait beyond it. If departing too late is less costly than departing too early, animals should be ready to depart before their optimal time but also to wait beyond it.
groups [38]. In particular, shared (majority) decision-making is difficult to define in groups of two (see above), and the evolution of leader/follower roles is likely to be principally different from that in larger groups [76,77]. Thus, to investigate collective decision-making in conflict situations further, models of groups with more than two individuals are required. In this subsection, models are presented of collective decisions in groups which are larger than two but still small enough so that all group members can, in principle, interact with all other group members (i.e. global interactions are possible).

3.3.1. Activity synchronization between three animals
Conradt & Roper [78] developed a model for groups of three animals about decisions on the timing of activity changes that require departure. The model assumes that each animal has its own optimal time to depart which differs between animals (see §2.1 and figure 3). An animal gains grouping benefits in a cohesive group depending on group size (GB2 or GB3, respectively; [73]). Cohesion requires departure synchronization with others. However, departing earlier or later than an optimal time incurs a ‘synchronization cost’ (SCearly or SClate, respectively). Thus, there is an incentive to synchronize departure but also a conflict of preferences. Conradt & Roper [78] examined the evolutionarily stable sets of strategies which animals A, B and C are likely to adopt in those circumstances, as follows.

The authors argued that each individual animal has the choice between two behaviours. An animal can either play ‘INSIST’ on its own preference and depart at its own optimal time, or it can play ‘GIVE-IN’ and do what at least one other individual does. The authors, therefore, defined an animal’s strategy $r_i$ as the probability that the animal plays INSIST (whereby $1 - r_i$ is the probability that it plays GIVE-IN). Thus, the set of strategies for animals A, B and C is given by $(r_A, r_B, r_C)$. Synchronization of departure and group coherence (and, thus, the related costs and benefits to individuals) depend on the set of strategies $(r_A, r_B, r_C)$. For example, if all three animals play INSIST, they will all depart at their own optimal times and become solitary. Conradt & Roper [78] assumed that each animal tries to maximize its own individual net gains and looked for the resulting stable set of strategies $(r_A^*, r_B^*, r_C^*)$.

The model predicts that shared and dictatorial decision-making (by a dominant individual) are both evolutionarily stable strategies (ESSs) in groups of three (figure 6), and which strategy evolves depends on the population’s starting position and the parameter values for costs and benefits. The model further predicts that shared decision-making is particularly likely to evolve when groups are heterogeneous in composition (i.e. $t_A$, $t_B$ and $t_C$ differ widely); when synchronization costs (SCs) are large; when alternative decision outcomes differ widely in potential costs (i.e. SCearly and SClate differ); when grouping benefits (GBs) are...
3.3.2. Synchronization of movement destination between three animals

So far, the models that investigate collective decisions involving conflicts have looked at decisions about activity synchronization. Another important area for collective decision-making in animals, in which conflicts arise, is decisions about movement destinations [2]. In order to stay cohesive and gain group benefits, individuals have to agree group movement destinations [10, 46, 47, 73]. However, the optimal destination often differs between individuals [3, 24, 29, 30, 37, 79]. Conradt & Roper [80] developed a model of decisions about movement destination in groups of three animals, as follows.

The model assumes that animals have to decide between two possible movement destinations (e.g. two foraging patches), and that two animals prefer one of the destinations (majority-type animals) while the third animal prefers the other destination (minority-type animal). As in the last model, an animal in a cohesive group gains grouping benefits (GB2 or GB3, respectively), whereby cohesiveness requires moving to the same destination. On the other hand, if an animal moves to a non-preferred destination, it incurs a cost (‘consensus cost’). Thus, while it is advantageous for animals to move together to one destination, there is a conflict of interest between majority-type and minority-type animals as to where to move to.

The model consists of two parts. The first part simulates the movements of all three animals until they reach one of the two destinations, depending on their behavioural strategies. The outcome is then translated into expected individual net gains, depending on grouping benefits, consensus costs and the behavioural strategies of the three animals. The second, game-theory, part determines the evolutionarily stable sets of strategies based on those individual net gains. Details are as follows.

The movement simulations are based on Couzin et al.’s [10] model (see §2.2). Since each animal now has a preferred destination, each animal considers its attraction to other animals (‘direction of social attraction’: vector $S_i(t)$) and the direction towards its preferred destination (vector $D_i(t)$): $M_i(t) = (1 - \omega_i) \cdot S_i(t) + \omega_i \cdot D_i(t)$ (see §2.2 for further details). Here, $\omega_i$ ($0 < \omega_i < 1$) is the degree of assertiveness that the animal employs. That is, if an animal is highly assertive ($\omega_i \approx 1$), it mainly moves in its preferred direction $D_i(t)$. If it is little assertive ($\omega_i \approx 0$), it moves mainly in the direction of social attraction $S_i(t)$. The simulation ends when all animals have reached one of the two destinations and the resulting individual net gains are calculated for different sets of strategies by the three animals ($\omega A$, $\omega B$ and $\omega C$). These expected individual net gains are then used in the game-theory part of the model to determine evolutionarily stable sets of strategies ($\omega^* A$, $\omega^* B$ and $\omega^* C$).

The model predicts, like the last one, that shared and dictatorial decision-making are both ESSs in groups of three (figure 7). In particular, when dictatorial decisions evolve, it is often that animal, the ‘dictator’, which would otherwise face the highest consensus costs. This result is similar to those of Rands et al. [33].

Further, the model predicts that shared decision-making is particularly likely to evolve when conflicts are low relative to grouping benefits. This prediction is the opposite of the predictions of the last model that investigated decisions about activity synchronization. In the past model, decision-sharing was particularly likely to evolve when consensus costs were high relative to grouping benefits. The reason for this apparent contradiction lies in the different nature of decisions about activity synchronization (with continuous cost functions) and decisions about movement destinations (with disjunct cost functions; [81]). This is best illustrated by an example, as follows.

Imagine making a decision with a friend about going to a restaurant. Assume that you prefer to go at 19.00 h, and your friend at 20.00 h. If you compromise and agree to go at 19.30 h, neither of you is too much inconvenienced. You should be particularly ready to compromise (and share the decision), if synchronization costs are high and grouping benefits are small, because by such a compromise you can stop the group from splitting.

Now assume further that you prefer to go to a Chinese restaurant in the north of town and your friend prefers to go to an Indian restaurant in the east of town. This time you cannot compromise in the same manner as before, because in the northeast of town there are no restaurants but there is a petrol station, which is of no use to either you or your friend. Such circumstances usually require ‘hard’ decisions, of an ‘either/or’ kind, to be made. Here, if grouping benefits are large relative to consensus costs, no group member wishes to risk group fragmentation. Therefore, a not-to-high level of assertiveness is advantageous. This results in shared decision-making. On the other hand, if grouping benefits are low relative to consensus costs, risking group fragmentation rather than
moving towards a less preferred target becomes an evolutionary option. It will then benefit some individuals to be highly assertive. In response, selection might favour other individuals to be unassertive in order to avoid group fragmentation. The result is dictatorial (unshared) decision-making.

3.3.3. Leaders in groups of up to 10
Johnstone & Manica [76] investigated the evolution of intrinsic leadership strategies in groups with up to 10 animals. The authors assumed that group members made a large number of consecutive decisions together, whereby each individual had a different preference from any other group member. Animals had an incentive to stay together, and an animal’s decision gains increased proportionally to the number of other group members that settled on the same decision option as itself. However, the factor of this increase was higher if the animal settled together with others on its preferred option than when it settled on any other option.

The authors assumed that each animal could adopt an individual strategy \( \lambda_i \), whereby, with probability \( \lambda_i \), the animal always chooses its own preferred choice, and, with probability \( 1 - \lambda_i \), it always copies the most recent choice of a randomly chosen group member. Thus, \( \lambda_i \) is an animal’s intrinsic propensity to leadership. In order to find the evolutionarily stable sets of strategies, the authors used numerical simulations in which the increase/decrease of frequencies of different strategies depended on respective individual gains.

Johnstone & Manica [76] found for nearly all group sizes and conflict conditions that stable dimorhisms of extreme leaders (i.e. \( \lambda \approx 1 \)) and followers (i.e. \( \lambda \approx 0 \)) evolved. Only in populations with very small group size, and at low to moderate conflict level, did polymorphisms evolve. The mainly observed stable dimorphisms were maintained by frequency-dependent selection, since leaders did relatively well in groups that consisted mainly of followers, but poorly when leader-type frequency was high. The proportion of leaders in the population decreased with the degree of conflict, while the degree of coordination decreased with the degree of conflict. Thus, the authors suggest that leader and follower types evolve spontaneously in populations even in the absence of physiological differences between individuals (compare with Rands et al. [33]). This differs somewhat from the group-of-three models above, which suggest that shared decision-makers can invade frequency-dependent selected leader–follower societies without asymmetries. However, Johnstone & Manica’s [76] model does not allow for strategies that are likely to lead to shared decision-making (such as copy the majority). It remains to be seen whether and how such strategies would modify the model’s predictions.

3.4. Self-organized system models of collective decisions in large groups with local interactions

3.4.1. The leading-according-to-need model
Modelling collective decision-making is a complex problem, because the possibilities of interactions between animals increase exponentially with the number of animals. So far, the discussed models of collective decision-making in conflict situations have concentrated on relatively small groups of maximally 10 animals. In the following, I will introduce two models that deal with larger groups.

Conradt et al. [82] investigated collective decisions between two mutually exclusive movement destinations in large self-organizing groups (of up to 100 animals). The authors assumed that some group members prefer one of the destinations (and gain more benefits if they actually arrive at this destination), while the other group members prefer the other destination (and gain more benefits if they arrive at that destination). Thus, there is a conflict of interest between group members with respect to movement destination. Moreover, animals gain grouping benefits if the group remains cohesive [73].

Conradt et al.’s [82] model is closely based on Couzin et al.’s [10] model, with some important differences. First, Conradt et al. [82] introduced conflict between individuals into the movement decision by assuming different benefits to different animals from different decision outcomes. Second, they assumed that all individuals have knowledge about their preferred option. Third, they looked at decisions between movement destinations rather than movement directions. Finally, they allowed individuals to modify their individual behaviour (i.e. the parameters of their local movement rules) according to their personal interests, as follows.

As in a previous model (§3.3.2), an animal’s overall desired movement direction at any one time is a compromise between its ‘direction of social attraction’ and its preferred destination: \( M_i(t) = (1 - \omega_i) S_i(t) + \omega_i D_i(t) \); and \( \omega_i (0 < \omega_i < 1) \) determines whether an animal mainly moves in the direction of social attraction or in its personally preferred direction (see §3.4.2. for further details). Conradt et al. [82] termed the parameter \( \omega_i \) the ‘degree of assertiveness’ of individual \( i \). Note that individual animals can vary in their parameter \( \omega_i \). The end of the simulations is determined by all animals having reached one of the two possible destinations.

Conradt et al.’s [82] model makes some interesting predictions for conflict resolutions in large self-organizing groups. Even in large groups, individual animals can increase their influence on collective decisions by strategically changing simple behavioural parameters, in particular their assertiveness, movement speed and social attraction range. However, they do so at the expense of an increased risk of group fragmentation and a decrease in movement efficiency (i.e. decision speed). The authors argue that the resulting trade-offs faced by each animal render it likely that group movements are led by those animals for which reaching a particular destination is either most crucial or group cohesion is least important. They term this phenomenon ‘leading according to need’ and ‘leading according to social indifference’, respectively. Both kinds of leading can occur in the absence of knowledge of or communication about the needs of other group members and without the assumption of altruistic cooperation. Leading according to need is a similar prediction to that by Rands et al.’s [33] that the animal with the greatest need to forage emerges as
3.4.2. The flock landing model

Another self-organizing system simulation model that looks at decisions in large groups (here, up to greater than 1000 animals) is a model by Bhattacharya & Vicsek [83]. They investigated the collective landing decisions of bird flocks (i.e., decisions about collective activity changes). The model assumes that different birds within a flock have different times $t_i$ when they prefer to land, depending on their personal energy reserves. Those times are normally distributed around a mean landing time $T_{\text{mean}}$ with a standard deviation $\sigma$. Thus, there is a conflict of interest with respect to the timing of the landing. However, birds also try to maintain group cohesion.

The model by Bhattacharya & Vicsek [83] is based on an influential motion model of self-propelled particles by Vicsek et al. [49]. Birds move within a flock in discrete time steps within a continuous three-dimensional space above a flat landing surface. The authors decouple the horizontal and vertical movements in the model. On the horizontal plane, flying birds move in the average direction of motion of all neighbouring animals within a horizontal social radius $R$ (that can also include already landed birds). Group cohesion is maintained by an attraction of animals back towards the group’s horizontal centre of mass if they stray too far from it.

The vertical movement of a flying bird depends on whether the bird is in an internal state of cruising or landing at the time. If the bird is in a state of cruising, its vertical movements follow a random walk around a normal flight height $z_0$ that is bounded between $z_0 + c$ and $z_0 - c$ (where $z_0 \gg c$). If the bird is in a state of landing, it decreases its height by $v$ per time step. If a bird reaches a height of 0, it lands. Once a bird has landed, it stays landed and motionless.

Flying birds can change from an internal state of cruising to landing but also back from landing to cruising. At any one time, a flying bird’s internal state depends on its own preferred landing time $t_i$ and the motivation to land of its neighbours within its horizontal social radius, whereby a factor $J$ determines how much the bird adjusts its internal state to the behaviour of others versus its own preference. For example, if $J$ is large, then the bird’s internal state is mainly influenced by its neighbours and little by its own optimal time.

Bhattacharya & Vicsek [83] reported that the synchronization of landing times by birds in the flock increases with the interdependence factor $J$, as expected. Remarkable is that the mean actual landing time of the flock also increases with the interdependence of birds, and well beyond the mean optimal landing time $T_{\text{mean}}$ (figure 8). That is, the stronger birds are influenced in their landing decisions by the behaviour of their neighbours, the later the flock lands, and well beyond the time when it would have been optimal for the majority of flock members. The reason for this appears to be a delay between the time of a bird’s change in personal preference ($t_i$) and the time when this change in personal preference starts to communicate itself to other birds (through actual downward movements of the bird). The more each bird is influenced by the behaviour of other birds, the longer this time delay is. This phenomenon is related to Dostáliková & Špínská’s [27] observation that a temporal asymmetry in information often makes pairs of animals change activities later than is good for either animal (§3.2.2). Therefore, intermediate values of interdependence $J$ between animals might be optimal, since the landing is then sufficiently well synchronized but not too delayed in time. The importance of a well-adjusted degree of interindividual interdependence in collective decisions has also been suggested by List et al.’s [4] model (§2.3).

4. DISCUSSION

Apart from decision-making in eusocial insects, animal collective decision-making has only started to attract wider attention in the past decade. Since then, a range of very different modelling methods has been developed to unravel complex collective decision-making processes and strategies in animals. These diverse modelling methods have nevertheless several fundamental aspects in common. With only one exception [28], all models are, in principle, agent-based models. They start with a hypothesis about the decision-making strategies of individual animals in a group, and then proceed by making assumptions about the integration process of individual strategies into an aggregated collective decision outcome.

The hypotheses about individual strategies include quorum response strategies [11,43,44], state-dependent strategies [33,82,83], assertiveness/submission strategies [76,78,80] and compromise strategies [4,10,15,27,82,83].
Strategies can be continuous [10,11,43,44,82] or discrete [78,80]. Some of the hypotheses on individual strategies are based on descriptions of observed behaviours [4,11,43,44], while the remainder are founded on theoretical considerations. In order to be able to judge how appropriate those hypotheses are (and, thus, the respective modelling approaches), more empirical data are required.

The integration process is usually modelled through simulations, owing to its complexity. Two main types of integration processes can be distinguished: those that consider global interactions of individuals within relatively small groups [11,27,33,43,44,78,80] and those that assume local interactions of individuals (self-organization) within relatively large groups [4,10,15,76,82,83]. Again, since very little is known empirically about integration processes, it is difficult to judge between different methods. A potentially very useful method, which has not yet been employed on animal collective decision-making, is the voter model [84].

Models investigating animal collective decisions in situations with information uncertainty often ask mechanistic questions about the effective dissemination of information within groups [10,15], but also functional questions relating to collective decision accuracy [4,11,43,44]. Models examining animal collective decisions in situations that involve conflicts of interest between group members usually ask functional and evolutionary questions, particularly about which strategies animals are likely to use in order to maximize their own benefits [27,28,33,76,78,80,82]. The evolutionary aspects of those models usually require some form of game-theory modelling. Some of those game-theory models use analytical solution methods [78]. However, because of the high complexity of n-player games, several models have to fall back on numerical and simulation solution methods [33,76,80]. The game-theory parts of all the models are tailor-made to the biological assumptions of the system. Therefore, without more empirical information, it is not possible to judge between methods, and probably different methods are appropriate for different biological situations.

Despite the very different modelling approaches and the different types of collective decisions that are addressed, results have started to show a reassuringly coherent picture. It is particularly reassuring that models dealing with relatively small groups of two or three animals make similar predictions to models dealing with large groups of up to 1000 animals.

In situations with information uncertainty, the models suggest that relatively simple cognitive mechanisms can lead to effective information dissemination, which are in reach of most social animal species. An important principle that also emerges is the relationship between speed and accuracy of decision-making. Often, behaviours that increase decision accuracy do so at the expense of decision speed [4]. However, this is not invariably so, and there appear to be mechanisms, at least in principle, whereby animals can attain high decision accuracy without great loss of decision speed [4,11]. Further, the information uncertainty models highlight the importance of the right balance of interdependence and independence between individuals [4,83]. If interdependence is too low, information pooling is impaired, animals often do not reach consensus, they do not benefit from other animals’ knowledge, and group cohesion and synchronization of group behaviour can be weak. On the other hand, if independence is too low, groups can quickly congregate on suboptimal decision choices. Two models also highlight the problem of temporally asymmetric information, and indicate that too high interdependence of individuals can be particularly disadvantageous in such asymmetric situations [27,83].

In situations with conflicting preferences of individuals (i.e. conflicts of interest), models generally predict a relatively high degree of decision-sharing between individuals [28], transient leadership [27,33], and most importantly leadership according to needs and physiological status [33,82]. That is, those animals which have the lowest energy reserves, and the greatest needs with respect to the decision outcome, are likely to influence collective decision outcomes most or even emerge as single leaders. One important aspect that all conflict-of-interest models highlight is the trade-off that animals face between maintaining group cohesion and influencing the decision outcome in the direction of their own personal preferences. There does not appear to be any obvious strategy whereby animals can maximize group cohesion and their own influence at the same time. Thus, the more they use a strategy that influences decision outcomes in their own favour, the more they risk group fragmentation, and vice versa.

Some of the conflict models also stress that it is important whether consensus costs are distributed continuously or discretely across decision options, and that continuous distributions can lead to exactly opposite evolutionary predictions from discrete distributions [78,80]. For example, in collective decisions about when a group leaves a foraging patch and which patch it goes to next, individual animals might use completely different strategies for the two different aspects of the decision. As a consequence, the timing part of the decision (when to leave) could, for example, be a shared decision, while the destination part of the same decision (where to go to) might at the same time be made dictatorially by the dominant [81].

Despite the great progress that has been made in the past 10 years in understanding animal collective decision-making, there remains one big gap in our knowledge. The above models give us a good idea about how animals can, and are likely to, behave in situations when information is uncertain, and in situations when there are conflicts of interests. However, most decisions in the real world involve both factors simultaneously. Moreover, it is highly likely that these two factors interact in a complex, non-trivial manner [27,53,77]. Thus, how can, and should, animals behave during collective decisions that involve uncertain information and conflicts of interest simultaneously? For example, how should quorum responses be modified in case of conflict? What are the options to maximize gains in self-organizing systems, if there is conflict but it is also unclear which individuals hold information? How does information uncertainty modify evolutionary
games in conflict decisions? Here is a broad scope for future modelling.

Another area in which more research is urgently needed is empirical work on animal collective decision-making. Although the last few years have seen a surge in empirical work, this is still lagging behind the advances in modelling, and many model assumptions and predictions are as yet untested. One interesting question is why so many studies report unshared and dictatorial decision-making, while the models predominantly predict shared decision-making. Obviously, the models are missing some aspects of the problem about which only more empirical data can inform us. In particular, secondary considerations about maintaining long-term good social relationships might prohibit some animals from contributing fully to decisions [24], and social network structure is likely to play a role [85]. Much more empirical information and experimental testing of hypotheses is needed (see [86] for a review on primates).
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